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Sondrup: The Psalm of Nephi: A Lyric Reading

the psalm of nephi
A lyric reading
stevenp
stevena
stevenR sondrup
book of mormon like the bible iss far from a generically
unified work although the narratives the epistles the sermons the
exhortations and the poems may well constitute a specialized encyclopedic form with a thoroughgoing figurative unity of the sort that
northrup frye associates with the bible each section can profitably
be read in terms of its own generic conventions in such a way that the
understanding of the parts as well as the comprehension of the whole
will be significantly enhanced I the question of specific generic types
within sacred writ is not simply an academic exercise in literary taxonomy but rather a problem at the very heart of scriptural exegesis
one of the reasons for example that isaiah appears particularly difficult to many readers may derive from the rather futile attempt to
read the book as a simple linear narrative rather than as a collection of
thematically related oracles much of the meaning of the song of
solomon moreover depends directly on the generic assumptions
that are initially made about the book 2 similarly many passages
from the book of mormon become more immediately and fully acces sible when their study is guided by accurate generic inferences
cessible
which facilitate interpretation in terms of appropriate conventions
to be sure much can be said without any reference to the question of
genre but generic insights can heighten both the understanding and
the appreciation of many passages it might be argued that the use of
generic concepts as a heuristic tool is tantamount to the inappropriate

the
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application of profane categories to the study of sacred texts and consequently in itself a violation of generic norms the genre of sacred
text though is very general and sacred texts consist demonstrably of
many more specific literary types involving various conventions and
norms surely texts held to be religious in nature should be read with
an eye to religious values while at the same time admitting of study in
terms of appropriate generic practices which in turn add new levels
and dimensions of meaning 3
because by far the greatest portion of the book of mormon is
narrative though admittedly in several different ways other
literary modes embedded in the narrative flow are less obvious and
consequently less easily identified and read in terms of their own
unique generic conventions one such passage occurs in the fourth
chapter of 2 nephi verses 16 through 35 a passage that is often referred to as the psalm of nephi at least since sidney sperry provided this formulation in his commentary on the book of mormon 4
the question to be discussed with reference to these verses is not
whether they are a psalm in the biblical sense of the term but rather
the nature and extent of their poetic qualities and some of the most
central interpretive implications inextricably connected with their
lyricism
it may at first seem fatuous to argue for the presence of accomplis
complished
hed poetry in a volume identifying itself as a translation particul
arly if one remembers shelley s caveat that it is impossible to
ticularly
translate poetry5 or robert frosts quip that poetry is what gets lost in
translation although shelley s and frosts objection may well apply
to the lyric mode they knew best that based in formal terms on
acoustical patterning like rhythm rhyme and alliteration and that
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which relies heavily on subtle connotations and associations of individual words it does not necessarily apply in general
poetry can be viewed more broadly and taken to include all those
utterances in which language artfully and significantly draws attention to itself by the intensification of its own linguistic and formal
properties poetry thus celebrates language as its medium of communication
muni cation and as at least part of its raison detre 6 while rhythm
meter alliteration assonance and rhyme are some of the ways most
familiar to modern readers in which the poet can foreground his
language they are by no means the only possibilities at his disposal
in other epochs and in other cultures many different linguistic devices
have been used in the psalm of nephi just as in hebrew poetry
an intricately patterned system of ideational parallels is the essence of
lyricism logical formal or conceptual units are set parallel to one
another rather than acoustic properties as is the case with rhythm
rhyme alliteration and assonance formal construction also survive
it should be noted the process of translation far more readily than
purely acoustic properties 7
this use of ideational parallelism in hebrew poetry was first
noticed by medieval jewish biblical scholars and was given its
parallel ismus membr
membrorum
technical name parallelismus
orum during the eighteenth
century by the anglican bishop and scholar robert lowth the basic
principle is that every verse must consist of at least two members

aesthetic ians and structuralist approaches to
on insights of the prague school aestheticians
foregrounding
poetry jan mukarovsky argues for example that in poetic language fore
grounding achieves maximum intensity to the extent of ofpushing
pushing communication into the background as the objective of expression and of being used for its own sake it is not used in the services of communication but in order to place in the
standard language and poetic language
foreground the act of expression the act of speech itself
A prague school reader on esthetics literary structure and style ed and trans paul L garvin
washington DC georgetown university press 1964 p 19 roman jakobson makes a similar point
the set einstellung toward the MESSAGE as such focus on the message for its own sake is the POETIC funcpoetic function is not the sole function ofverbal
of verbal art but only its dominant determintion of language
ing function whereas in all other verbal activities it acts as a subsidiary accessory constituent this function
closing
by promoting the palpability of signs deepens the fundamental dichotomy of signs and objects
sebeok cambridge technologypress
technology press
statement linguistics and poetics style in language ed thomas sebeck
556
356
of massachusetts institute of technology 1960 p 356.
PAILA 92 1977
PMLA
asee
ee ruth aproberts
7see
old testament poetry the translatable structure
987 1004 matthew arnold was also aware of the translatable potential of old testament poetry
and the effect of hebrew poetry can be preserved and transferred in a foreign language as
the effect of other great poetry cannot the effect of homer the effect of dante is and
of metre or of
must be in great measure lost in a translation because their poetry is a poetry ofmetre
rhyme or both and the effect of these is not really transferable A man may make a good
english poem with the matter and thoughts of homer or dante may even try to reproduce
their metre or to reproduce their rhyme but the metre and rhyme will be in truth his own
of homer or dante Isaia
isaiahs
and the effect will be his not the effect ofhomer
isaials
hs on the other hand is a
poetry as is well known of parallelism it depends not on metre and rhyme but on a
balance of thought conveyed by a corresponding balance of sentence and the effect of this
jerusalem the works
introduction to isaiah ofofjerusalem
can be transferred to another language
34.
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the second of which must more or less completely satisfy the expectation raised by the first 8 A third member may on occasion be present but if there are more than three it is usually possible using some
rationale to group the members into twos or threes parallelism may
exist though in many forms the first and simplest is synonymous
parallelism which occurs when the first member states an idea that is
restated with variation by the second member
I am like a pelican of the wilderness
1I have become like an owl of the ruins
1

psalm 10279

the second kind is antithetic parallelism in which the second member
states the idea of the first but in negative or contrasting form
A time to weep
and a time to laugh
ecclesiastes

34

the third

kind involves a certain parallelism of form but continuous
rather than balanced thought it remains questionable though
whether this synthetic or formal parallelism should be counted as
parallelism at all further subordinate and specialized forms of
parallelism also are attested the most important perhaps being that
known as introverted in which the first member is parallel to the
fourth and the second to the third
the bible though is by no means the only example of
parallelism being used as an organizing poetic principle parallel
structural arrangements of varied kinds play an important role in the
poetry of many folk traditions as well as in works of highly divergent
modern poets
walt whitman for example frequently uses
parallelism as a structural device as in song of myself
I too am not a bit tamed 1I too am untranslatable
1I sound my barbaric yawp over the roofs of the world
1

10

ring the poetic potential
exploi ing
whitman is not alone in his interest in exploit
peguy
guy a french poet of the third
of formal parallelism charles pe
rhe
the old testament london Duckwo
duckworth
robinson the poetry odthe
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of israel chicago university of chicago press 1963 and
george buchanan gray theforms
poetry 1915 reprint
ed with a prolegomenon by david noel
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reprinted
the forms ofhehrew
nrovides a useful description of the
ktav publishing house 1972 james muilenburg provides
freedman new york keav
value and limits ofform
form criticism and gattungforschung in form criticism and beyond journal ofbiblkal
efform
of gorm
of biblical
ap 1118
literature vol 88 pt 1I march 1969 pp
kugels the idea ofbiblicapoetty
of biblical poetry parallelism
lib18 james L kagels
19811 did not appear soon enough to be considered in
and its history new haven yale university press 198
sT
theodore H
heodore

this study
gah
king james version
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ali
ail biblical quotations are from the kingjames
grass ed harold W blodgett and sculley
walt whitman song of myself stanza 52 leaves ofgrass
of grasy
bradley vol 9 of the collected writings odwalt
ailen and sculley bradley new
alien
of walt whitman ed gay wilson allen

york new york university press 1965

p 89
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republic also makes extensive use of poetic parallelism as does
augusto frederico schmidt a brazilian modernist who frequently
peguy
drew on pe
guy s stylistic innovations I11I the poetry of dylan thomas
and refined sort as the
abounds in parallelism of a particularly subtle
leand
subtleand
subt
first stanza of the poem A process in the weather of the heart
11

illustrates
A process in the weather of the heart
turns damp to dry the golden shot

storms in the freezing tomb
A weather in the quarter of the veins
turns night to day blood in their suns
lights up the living worm 12

modern poets not only have used parallelism as a particularly effective
poetic device but have also on occasion sought to explain its importance gerard manley hopkins for example in an early essay which
seeks to define the essence of poetic expression suggests that it is
ultimately the use of parallelism on many levels that distinguishes
poetry from other modes of discourse
but what the character of poetry is will be found best by looking at
the structure of verse the artificial part of poetry perhaps we shall be
right to say all artifice reduces itself to the principle of parallelism the
structure of poetry is that of continuous parallelism ranging from the
technical so called parallelisms of hebrew poetry and the antiphons
antiphony
antip hons of
church music up to the intricacy of greek or italian or english verse
now the force of this recurrence is to beget a recurrence or
parallelism answering to it in the words or thought and speaking
roughly and rather for the tendency than the invariable result the more
marked parallelism in structure whether of elaboration or of emphasis
begets more marked parallelism in the words and sense and moreover
parallelism in expression tends to beget or passes into parallelism in
thought this point reached we shall be able to see and account for the
peculiarities of poetic diction 13

against the background of this assessment of the importance of
parallelism as well as that of its rich and venerable tradition extending

II
1 1

see joseph barbier

le style
ie syntaxes
syntaxe et ie
le vocabulaire le

poemes reguliers
des poems
nemes
Regu liers de

charles peguy paris

ap 434 56 for a discussion of peguy s use of parallelism seejon
editions berger levrault 1957 especially pp
leejon
A F schmidt and C peguy A comparative stylistic analysis
M tolman
comparative literature
peguys
studies 11 december 1974 277 305 for a discussion of schmidts use of parallelism and pegues
pdguys influence
on him
tam
tae
the collected poems of dylan thomas new york new directions 1957 p 6
poetic diction the
wpoetic
mantey
munley hopkins ed humphrey house and commanley
Papers of gerard
journals and
andpapers
gerardmanley
thejournals
pleted by graham storey london oxford university press 1959 pp
ap 83 84 for a discussion of the import
of parallelism in poetry from a linguistic point of view see roman jakobson grammatical parallelism and
its russian facet
language 42 1966 399 429 see also paul Kiparsky
the role of linguistics in a
theory of poetry daedalus 102 summer 1973 231 44
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at least from the old testament through dylan thomas the arof Nephi invites particular
resting formal parallelism of the psalm ofnephi
attention although comparisons between this passage and other
poems making use of parallelism biblical psalms for
example may help to isolate and identify the nature of the passages
lyric impact the issue in question is emphatically not the proximity
per se of book of mormon poetics to any other specific system but
rather the inherent lyric qualities of the psalm of
ofnephi
nephi
the basic characteristics of the parallelism of the psalm of
nephi can easily be seen in what may well serve as the first of the
four stanzas of the psalm 14 the parallelism here is introverted or
chiastic the first member is antithetically parallel to the fourth and
the second synonymously to the third in the first and the fourth
deligh teth in the things of the lord and
behold my soul delighteth

ly
g

my keart
beart
heart ponderetlf
hean
pondereth continually upon the things which
hear
1I

have seen and heard

nevertheless notwithstanding the great goodness of the

lord in showing me 1his
hisgreat
great and marvelous work

I1

my
exclaim eth
mv heart exclaimeth

L yea my ofarr
heart

i

0 wretched man

sorroweth because

that 7 am

of my flesh

my soul grieveth
gri eveth because of mine iniquities

the stanza divisions

used in this analysis are of course not in the printed text of the book of mormon
nor are they even suggested they are rather divisions that the structure of the passage itself seems to dictate
and have been used here to facilitate analysis the line numbers refer to lines within the stanza the terms
line and member are used more or less synonymously in the course of this discussion several passages will be
described as exhibiting introverted or chiastic parallelism the term and concept of chiasmus have been widely discussed and have invited considerable speculation in certain circles in the context of what follows
similax to antimetabole which has been
chiasmus is to be understood only in the sense of a rhetorical figure similar
used by writers both religious and secular since antiquity the essential feature is an abba pattern in
which the second part
pan of the structure is balanced against the first but in reverse order as in the poetic line
flowers are lovely love is flowerlike
in the psalm of
nephi it will be noted chiastic structures are
ofnephi
much more extended see the article on chiasmus in alex preminger ed princeton encyclopedia ofpoetry
of poetry
andpoetics
116
ilg
and poetics enlarged ed princeton princeton university press 1974 p 116.
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members the soul of the lyric 1I expresses two emotional effects
delight and grief respectively and the source of the delight and grief
are the antithetical poles in the individuals search for salvation the
things of the lord and mine iniquities
the parallelism of the
second and third elements is somewhat more complex the heart of
the lyric I1 in distinction to soul engages in activities pondering
and exclaiming which directly involve activities of the lyric 1I
my
heart pondereth
pon dereth continually upon the things which 1I have seen and
exclaim eth 0 wretched man that 1I am the
heard and my heart exclaimeth
second element of the chiastic pair is itself a synonymously parallel
roweth
exclaim eth and yea my heart sor
sorroweth
couplet
my heart exclaimeth
this sort of doubling of one element is found throughout the psalm
and has the effect of conceptual reinforcement or expansion the
phrase in the middle of this stanza
nevertheless notwithstanding
the great goodness of the lord in showing me his great and marvelous
is an introduction to the third member and the pivot at the
works
center of the introverted parallelism the lines of this stanza may be
organized not only in this introverted parallelism but also in terms of
a secondary synonymous couplet and triplet the delight of the soul
and the pondering of the heart are spiritual virtues that are extensions
of one another whereas the hearts declaiming its wretchedness the
hearts sorrowing because of the flesh and the souls grieving because
of iniquity are linked by their common concern with sin it should be
noted moreover that the soul a relatively abstract notion is appropriately concerned with abstractions
the things of the lord
and mine iniquities whereas the heart a metaphorical but more
the things
concrete figure deals with similarly concrete realities
which 1I have seen and heard
the wretched man that 1I am and
my flesh
the verbs of each parallel structure also function in a
telling way the soul in delighting and grieving is engaging in essenwhile
tially emotional activities whie
whle the heart in pondering and exclaiming is performing more or less physical actions the spiritual nature of
the soul is thus emphasized by its emotive properties and the corporality
porality of the heart is suggested by its tendency toward action the
second element of the inner chiastic pair though describes the heart
sorrowing an obviously emotional quality rather than a contradiction or an anomaly within the structure this line is a synthesis of the
two poles and provides a carefully wrought transition from the inner
chiastic pair to the outer
the lines constituting the second stanza of the psalm present a
far more complex but basically similar organization three chiastic
pairs surround a nucleus of two sets of six parallel members with each
set further divisible into sets of parallel couplets the outermost
363
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1

1jam
am encompassed about
lam
iam

because of the temptations and the sins which do so easily

beset me
I1 desire to rejoice my heart groaneth
gro aneth

of my sins

2

and when

3

nevertheless I1 know in whom 1I have trusted

4

my

5

he hath led me through mine

6

and he hath preserved me upon the waters of the great deep

7

he hath filled me with

8

he hath confounded mine enemies unto the causing of them to quake

9

behold he hath heard my cry by day and

god hath been my support
afflictions in the wilderness

his love even unto the consuming of my flesh

10

he hath

11

and

12

yea my

13

and

14

and upon the wings of his spirit hath my

before me

given me knowledge by visions in the nighttime

by day have I1 waxed bold in mighty prayer before him
voice have 1I sent up on high

angels have come down and ministered unto me

body been carried away upon exceeding

high mountains
15

and mine

16

therefore

17

0 then if I have

18

if the lord in

19

why should my heart weep and

eyes have beheld great things yea even too great for man
I1 was
1

bidden that I1 should not write them
seen so great things

his condescension unto the children of men hath visited men in so
much mercy

20

my soul linger in the valley of sorrow and

21

my flesh waste away and

22

my strength slacken

because of mine afflictions

why should I1 yield to sin because of my flesh

23

and

24

yea why should 1I give

way to temptations

that the evil one have place in my heart

to destroy my peace and afflict my soul
25

orv
arv because of mine enemy
an ory
why am 1I angry
enemv

364
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2 5 is defined by the use of the first person singular
structure 1 23 25
pronoun 1I as the subject of the sentence the second element of the
pair consists of three parallel members all in the form of a rhetorical
why should I1 give way to
question why should 1I yield to sin
while the lexical parallelism
temptations and why am 1I angry
of this outer pair is synonymous the grammatical parallelism is
antithetic the second pair 2 19 is defined by the use of the heart
gro aneth and my heart
my heart groaneth
as the subject of the sentence
weeps
the parallelism is further established by the conceptual
As with the first pair the
proximity of groaning and weeping
second element of this pair is composed of multiple members 19 22
in the form of a question here though two couplets replace the
triplet of the first pair the first of the two deals metaphorically with
the afflictions of the heart and soul the principal elements of the
preceding stanza while the second is concerned with the more concrete concepts of atrophying flesh and strength in addition to this
relatively obscure stanza while the second is concerned with the
more concrete concepts of atrophying flesh and strength in addition
to this relatively obscure introverted parallelism the last seven
members 19 25 the couplets and the concluding triplet are all
parallel to one another in terms of their rhetorically interrogative
form and their implied antipathy toward that which would detract
from a rich relationship with god similarly the first two lines of the
stanza 1 2 which were respectively the first elements of the two
chiastic pairs are synonymously parallel in describing what alienates
man from god the inner nucleus of the stanza 5 16 is introduced
nevertby a couplet announcing the subject of the next six lines
my god hath been my
heless
th eless 1I know in whom 1I have trusted
3 4
this introductory couplet is in turn balanced by
support
another couplet which is a kind of summary of the last six lines and
if I1 have seen so great things if the
the bridge to what follows
lord in his condescension unto the children of men hath visited me in
so much mercy
17 18
the first six of the twelve line nucleus are
all parallel in that they specifically detail how god has been a support
and in that all have parallel structures beginning he hath
5 10 the first two of the six 5 6 are linked by their description of
gods protection from environmental dangers the wilderness and
the waters of the great deep the second two 7 8 by detailing
gods love for the righteous and the confounding of the enemies of
righteousness and the third 9 10 by the play on the antithesis of
day and night the second set of six lines 11 16 turns from the actions of god to those of man but can similarly be divided into three
couplets the first 11 12 portrays the ways in which the poetic voice

365
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has been raised to god the second 13 14 discusses the ministrations of divine messengers and the last 15 16 mentions the results
of these ministrations the parallelism of this last couplet it must be
admitted is certainly not as marked as that of the others but it is
similar to the synthetic or formal parallelism common in hebrew
verse

the third stanza is

the simplest yet perhaps the most elegant
odthe
of the entire poem and parallels moreover as a stanza the first stanza
ofthe
of the psalm the outer chiastic pair is defined by the awakening and
rejoicing of the soul while the inner pair is characterized by the rejoicing of the heart the first member of the inner pair is supported
by a subordinate couplet that expands the meaning of the line the
chiastic pairing of statements about the heart and the soul is thus
the structural foundation of both stanzas and provides a formal
parallelism of a new order
j

myar

sin
soul no longer droop in sin
awake my sour

eicetmy
0 my

rejoice

arr
eant
art and give place nogiore
ho lnore
inore for

er again
anger
do not an

the enemy of my soul

because of mine enemies

do not slacken my strength because of mine afflictions

0

my heart and cry unto the lord and say
forever

rejoice

TwIll
LordT
I will
lordttwill
0 lord
1

praise thee

yea my sour
godand
godana
will rejoice in thee my god
and the rock of my salvation
soul
sou
souwill
jou
louwill
joa

this strophic parallelism is continued in the fourth stanza in that

it generally reflects the structure of the second stanza the outer
chiastic shell around the conceptual nucleus of the second stanza is
missing in the fourth but the structural pattern of the nucleus itself
still obtains the stanza consists of two parts each introduced by the
As in the second stanza
parallel exclamatory expressions 0 lord
the first part describes the actions of the lord albeit those for which
the lyric I1 is praying while in the second part the actions of the lyric I1
itself are evoked in both sections the lines are even more intimately
associated in conceptual couplets and triplets in the first part lines
one and two are synonymously parallel and line two forms an outer
366
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chiastic pair with line eleven both centering on the escape from
enemies line three and line ten form the inner chiastic pair in that
they deal with the antithesis of sin and righteousness lines four and
seven are related by the opening or not opening of gates and are supported by a subordinate pair lines eight and nine based on the image of walking the path of life this image is taken up again in the
couplet consisting of lines twelve and thirteen and enlarged in
another subordinate couplet also based on the same image
in the second part lines sixteen seventeen and eighteen constitute a triplet defined by the trust of the lyric I1 in the lord and expanded by a subordinate couplet evincing the curse upon those who
trust in the arm of flesh lines nineteen and twenty lines twenty one
and twenty two form a parallel couplet in their description of the
manner in which god will give liberally the final three lines
twenty three through twentyfive
twenty five are a triplet which enumerate the
ways in which the lyric I1 will raise his voice to god the second part is
thus symmetrical in that the central couplet is surrounded by two
triplets 15
the representation of this passage in poetic lines and stanzas
rather than in the usual narrow newspaper like columns leads
unavoidably to the insight that this passage is extraordinarily tightly
structured in linguistic and conceptual terms and differs substantially
from the surrounding narrative sections 16 its balanced ideational
these embedded chiastic patterns could also well be considered in terms of the rhetorical principle
associated with ring composition a technique with a long and extensive history in which the final element in a
serles
series reflects or echoes the first in some way the penultimate the second and so on this procedure was first
aeries
adries
investigated by W A A van otterlo in untersuchungen maer
Be
ilber
uber begriff
dung und entstehung de
anwendung
der
griff Anwen
segriff
griech ischen ringkomposition mededelingen der nederlandsche
griechischen
Nederland sche Akademie
akademie van wetenschappen Af
afdeling
deling
Letter
kunde NS 7 no 3 amsterdam noord hollandsche
Hollandsche uitgevers
Uit gevers maatschappij 1944
letterkunde
ein merk
wiir dige kompositions
Lite
wiirdige
ateren griechischen
griech ischen Litera
Kompositions form der alteren
ramr
literator
literamr
literatur
compositions
aheren
ad ser 12 1944 and de
tur mnemosyne 3d
gedichten van homarus
ringcompositie als opbouwprincipe in de epische gerichten
Ho
verhandefingen der koninklijke
homerus
merus verhandelingen
Nederland sche Aka
nederlandsche
demie van wetenschappen Afdeling Letter
akademie
kunde NS 51 no 1 amsterdam
letterkunde
sche Uit
hollandsche
cederic H whitman extends and amplifies this apuitgevers
noord Holland
gevers maatschappij 1948
proach in homer and the heroic tradition cambridge mass
see
harvard university press 1958
especially the detailed foldout chart at the back of the book see also julia haig gaisser
A structural
yand
analysis of the digressions in the Ilia
illa
llla
iliadand
iliadwd
dand the odyssey harvardstudies
harvard studies in classical philology 73 1969
1 44
this method of analysis has also been applied to literary traditions other than the ancient greek see
14
david buchan the ballad and the folk london routledge 1972 john D niles ring composition in
roland and la chancun
chanlun de willame olifant 1 december 1973 4 12 john D niles
la chanson de roand
ofbeowulf PMLA 94 1979 924 35
ring composition and the structure of beowulf
35.
55
of particular interest in conjunction with the psalm of
nephi is michael fishbane composition and structure in the jacob cycle
ofnephi
gen 2519 3522 journal of jewish
1975 15 38
lewish studies 26
261975

of
the present arrangement in poetic lines and stanzas does not alone create

determine or define per se
the lyricism of the passage but rather makes more obvious the inherent lyric elements obscured by printing
conventions for an exchange of letters concerning the implications of typographical rearrangements see the
TLS of 4 february 1965 p 87 for the beginning of the controversy which continues in the issues of
11 february 1965 p 107 and 18 february 1965 p 127 the latter touching on the question of biblical
articie in the issue of25
of 25 february 1965 p 147 an earlier 27 september 1928 letbriefarticle
brief article
poetry finally in a brieg
ter hofts
oft S eliot discussing the question is published the question is also discussed by hirsch validity in inpne
terp
pre
terpretation
ap 94 98 jonathan culler raises the issue with regard to the generic expectations that
retation pp
zeo
zer
tation
ter
typographical rearrangements can imply see structuralist poetics ithaca NY cornell university press
II paris deuil
seuil 1969 pp
ap 150 55 1
pp 161 62 see also gerard genette figures 11
1975 ap
16the

ofts
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0 lord

wilt thou redeem my soul

wilt thou deliver me out of the hands of mine enemies
wilt thou make me that 1I may shake at the appearance of sin
may the gates of hell be shut continually before me
r

heart is broken and
because that my heafy
heaft
spirit
irit is contrite
my SP

0 lord

wilt thou not shit
shat the gates of thy righteousness before me

that I1 may
that

walk the path of the low valley

I1 may be strict in

lwilt
lord gwilt
0 lordlwilt

the plain road

thou encircle me around in the robe of thy righteousness

I1

.0
0

LordS
twilt
lordswilt
wiit
wilt
lord

thou make a way for mine escape before mine enemies

wilt thou make my path straight before me
wilt thou not place a stumbling block in my

way

but that thou wouldst clear my way before me

and hedge not up

0 lord

I1 have

my way but the ways of mine enemy

trusted in thee and

1

I will

trust in thee forever

I will

not put my trust in the arm of flesh

1

for

that cursed is he that putteth
putteti his trust in the arm of flesh

I1 know

yea cursed
yea

I know
1

yea

will give me

I1 will

I1 will cry

behold

maketh flesh his arm
he that putteth
putteti his trust in man or mabeth

that god will give liberally to him that asketh

yea my god
therefore

is

if 1I ask not amiss

lift up my voice unto thee

unto thee my god the rock of my righteousness

my voice shall forever ascend up unto thee

everlasting god

my rock and mine

amen
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patterns are unlike the exhortations the prayers the epistles and the
epic narrative that constitute most of the book of mormon this
careful and obviously intentional structuring certainly seems to
invite if not to demand interpretation on its own terms and the
terms that the passages seem to suggest are those that easily accommodate the arresting emphasis given to language as language to
formal structure as structure the poet a designation entirely appropriate
prop riate for the author of this passage seems intent upon drawing
the careful readers attention to the aesthetic fulfillment that intricate
formal balance can provide and in so doing creates a text that is at
least in part self referential
although debate continues on the
definition of poetry and indeed whether a generic category as large
as poetry can be defined in any meaningful way many critics could
agree that the extensive parallelism of the passage would warrant at
least a tentative reading in terms of general poetic conventions
A lyric convention which very significantly distinguishes a poetic
reading of the passage from one determined by the norms and expectations of expository prose for example is the lyric practice of concentrating
cent rating and symbolizing meaning the delight of the soul in the
vivify
ing attitude rather
vilifying
things of the lord is thus an animating and vivifying
than a prosaic report on psychic health the grief because of iniquity is
a soul searing regret rather than a relatively passive evocation of guilt
and similarly the final resolve to cry unto god eternally is heightened and amplified by the power of lyrical articulation to the level of
an all consuming passion the joy in righteousness the grief for sin
and the resolve to praise god are moreover all universalized and
within the poetic framework all generally accessible the text does
not evince a historical time in the same sense as the ambient narrative
with its specific temporal references but rather evokes a heightened
eternal lyric present the past events are only prior to the enduring
poetic present and the future tenses suggest more a logical conseby recognizing the nonquence than a chronological ordering
temporal lyric time the reader engages the mind of the lyric I1 in a
highly intimate yet universalizing way which is notably different from
the readers contact with the epic narrator
in all verbal structures identified as literary or more especially as
lyric meaning and value ultimately depend not on descriptive accuracy but rather on conformity with the postulates implied by the
work itself the poem does not literally describe nor does it directly
psalm of nephi cannot necessarily be
as poetry the
assert
taken to provide reliable information about nephis actions or
369
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attitudes 17 the psalm rather evokes a lyric world responsive to its
own internal rhythm and having only an indirect relationship with
the world of externality the inward striving for heightened reality
must perforce take precedence over the outward motion toward emramified world of lyric intensity truth becomes
pirical reality in this rarified
at least in part a question of poetic poietic coherence rather than
referential veracity
when the psalm of
ofnephi
nephi is read with attention to its lyric
qualities it may be subsumed within the lyric genre and thus be in a
position to enrich and to be enriched by other poems although it
can be esteemed and valued in aesthetic isolation its significance and
appreciation expand when read in relation to and comparison with
other works other poems may also conceivably emerge in new light
as their poetic context is expanded to accommodate this poem 18 it is
true that in the sciences the discovery of a new example of a given
species does not modify the characteristics of the species as a whole
yet in matters of aesthetic concern this is not the case each new example necessarily not only extends and enlarges but also subtly and
invariably changes the genre 19
A particularly good example of this kind of intertextual enrichment with regard to the psalm of
nephi can be seen in its com
ofnephi

gadamer argues convincingly that the essential difference between literary and nonliterary
hans georg gademer
zw ischen einem
zwischer
der unterschied
Unterschied zwischen
texts resides in their fundamentally different claims to veracity
atzlicher
litera rischen text ist kein so grunds
grundiitzlicher
literarischen
litera rischen Kunstwerk
kunstwerk und irgendeinem anderen literarischen
atz licher gewiss
brunds
ischen prosa und der wissenschaftlichen prosa
dichterischen
zw ischen der spracher
zwischen
schied zwischer
sprache der dichter
best
bestelit
besteht
bestedt
elit
eilt ein Unter
unterschied
man kann these
diese
schiede gewiss auch vom gesichtspunkt der literarischen formung
unterschiede
tiese Unter
formund aus betrachten aber
ilch in der
lich
riimlich
namlich
damlich
liege offenbar
offen bar woanders
sprachen
waanders
chen liegt
wo anders riim
der wesentliche Unter
schied solcher verschiedener Spra
unterschied
strachen
wahrheitsansp ruches der von ihnen erhoben wird
und Methode grund
wahrheit undmethode
verschiedenheit des wahrheitsanspruches
erweiterte
erweitene
cige
ik 3 erwe
ischen hermeneutik
auflage tubingen
philosoph eschen
philosophischen
itene huflage
zuge
einer einerphilosophischen
hermeneutic
Hermeneut
cize
Tbingen J C B mohr paul siebeck
zige elner
of Nephi gives the reader any reliable informa1972 p 155 it is thus questionable whether the psalm ofnephi
tion about nephis actions or attitudes this view is contrary to that represented by reynolds and sjodahl and
awake my soul
dealing firmly with depression ensign 8 august
more recently by steve gilliland
criticism pp
ap 74 76 Ga damers view of poetry however has not
1978 37 41 see also frye anatomy of
ofcriticism
gained universal acceptance among the opposing theories for example is that advanced by kate hamDich
dichtung
tung stuttgart ernst klett verlag 195
burger in die logik
19577 in which lyric poetry is approached as
lobik der dichting
wirklichkeitsaussage having the same status as a historical narrative
a real utterance
18t
T S eliot advances this general argument in tradition and the individual talent
Selected Essays
selectedessays
new ed new york harcourt brace and world 1964 pp
feren
different
ap 3 11 though working within a very dlf
dif
differen
differed
framework that of russian formalism and sernio
tic theory julia Kris
semiotic
kristeva
kristena
teva makes a similar point
tout
mosalque
mosa
con
mos alque
texte
teate se construct
texte est absorption et transformation dun autre texte
teate
construit
struit comme mosaique
misaique
ique de citations tout teate
A la place de la notion dintersubjectivite
le langage
podtique
etique se lit au
stalle celle dintertextualit6
dintersubjectivitd sin
portique
poetique
landage pog
po
pod
sinstalle
dintertexmalite et ie
tique
1 KTI recherches pour une semanalyse
Sem
19691
LWT
moins
analyse paris editions du seuil
deuil 1969
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boins comme
aripe
zripeE IUT
Sm
comine double
tut fikri
ikri
p 146
19
modified
modifle Fen
semble des possibles chaque nouvel exemple
fensemble
1ensemble
toute oeuvre
example change 1espece
fespce
len
feuvre modifie
plus exactement
1histoire de la littera
litterature
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exact ement nous ne reconnaissons a un texte
teate ie droit de figurer dans ihistoire
1 une
celle de la science que pour autant quil lapporte
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apporte un changement a lidee quon se faisait
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1autre
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lia celle de 1exercise sc olaire ici
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la
categoric
popu laire de masse iia
litterature dite populaire
autre cate
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gorie celle de la litterature
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littera
introductionaa la litterature
introductions
todorov introduction
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fantastique
fique paris deuil
tique
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tive juxtaposition to thematically similar old testament psalms
parative
palative
para
psalm 51
5 1 which tradition holds was occasioned by nathan the prophets visit to david after david had sinned with bathsheba like the
psalm of
ofnephi expresses profound grief for sin and transgression
and looks forward to gods righteousness davids pleas to create
a clean heart 0 god and renew a right spirit v 10 evoke the
sympathetic vibrations of nephis heart that sorrows because of his
flesh and of his soul that grieves because of his iniquities but
nonetheless knows in whom to trust and upon whom to rely
although nephis sorrow for sin is certainly genuine and sincere the
gravity and immediacy of davids transgression emerges with harrowing power in contrast david yearns for deliverance so that his
tongue can sing aloud of the righteousness of god v 14 yet in comparison nephis resolve to lift his voice forever to the rock of his
righteousness to his everlasting god is at once
on cemore
more ecstatic and
more compelling when nephi exclaims may the gates of hell be
shut continually before me because that my heart is broken and my
spirit is contrite he echoes davids assertion that the sacrifices of
god are a broken spirit a broken and a contrite heart 0 god thou
wilt not despise v 17 and with this poetic echo comes some of
the urgency and tragedy of davids penitence that shapes and colors
the aesthetic impact of the line in such a subtle yet important way
that it could be missed if the generic similarity of the two statements
were not explicit

nephi

similarly the avowal of the poet of the eighty fourth psalm that
dainteth
fain teth for the courts of the LORD my
my soul lo ngeth yea even fainteth
creeth out for the living god v 2 and nephis
heart and my flesh crieth
deligh teth in the things of the lord and
affirmation that my soul delighteth
pon dereth continually upon things which 1I have seen and
my heart pondereth
heard mutually provide enriching and broadening interpretive contexts which potentially render the broadest meaning of both passages
more accessible and more fully real

yet one further and

more distant comparison may well serve to
illustrate the point
in the thirty first canto of purgatorio
dantes weakness and shortcomings are brought fully and painfully
to his mind he stands conscience stricken and penitent with his eyes
cast toward the ground as beatrice rehearses his transgressions he is
then told that the grief at hearing is not sufficient so he must lift his
eyes to behold and to experience even greater pain eventually the
suffering is too great for dante to endure he collapses exclaiming
so much
cadda vinto
tanta riconoscenza il cor mi morse chio caddi
recognition ie self recognition self condemnation bit at my
371
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heart that 1I fell overcome 20 by means of a sensitivity to certain
broadly shared generic conventions coupled with even the vaguest
memory of dantes penitential collapse at the sight of his weakness
the experience of hearing nephis heart exclaim 0 wretched man
that I1 am of seeing the poet come to an awareness of his own shortcomings to the extent that his heart groans and weeps can be
heightened extended and enriched and more significantly moved
one step closer perhaps to full poetic universality the two passages
partake of the same traditions and the lyric strength of one consequently
quently poetically reinforces the other
neither the enrichment nor indeed the aesthetic fulfillment it
produces in itself justifies the application of lyric conventions to the
reading of the psalm of nephi ultimately the reason for reading
this text as a poem is that the complex system of parallelisms suggests
the author intended at least in part to call attention to language his
medium of expression to write a text which was at least to a degree
self referential and to celebrate the essence and power of the word as
such he intended his text should be read as a poem by reading
these words as they were intended to be read by engaging the poetic
mind indeed the prophetic mind on its own terms the reader is
warranted the most profound understanding of the meaning of the
text and the richest appreciation of its significance 21

pea
Peu occhi rome A mondante purgatorio 11 88 89 the edition cited is that edited by giorgio petrocchi
68
societal dantesca
dadori for the societa
Dan tesca italiana 1966 68.
the translation is my own I1 side with singleton against
grandgent in taking dantes collapse to result from his contrition the last stage of the sacrament of penance
see charles S singleton ed the divine comedy purgatorio 2 commentary
rather than satisfaction
767
Bol
bollingen
lingen series 80 princeton princeton university press 1973 p 767.
bollinger
to regard nephi as a poet is entirely consistent with what is otherwise known about him hugh nibley
ato
2to
ap 220 21 notes that
normon 2d
ad ed salt lake city deseret book 1964 pp
kormon
in an approach to the book ofmormon
of mormon
ofmor
of morin gehis
lehis day an inspired leader had to be a poet nephi moreover of all other figures in the book odmor
mon seems most concerned with questions of language and is the most moved by the difficult yet lyrical
mode of isaiah
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